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THE JONES POLYNOMIALS OF 3-BRIDGE KNOTS
VIA CHEBYSHEV KNOTS AND BILLIARD TABLE DIAGRAMS
MOSHE COHEN
Abstract. This work presents formulas for the Kauffman bracket and Jones polynomials of 3-
bridge knots using the structure of Chebyshev knots and their billiard table diagrams. In particular,
these give far fewer terms than in the Skein relation expansion. The subject is introduced by
considering the easier case of 2-bridge knots, where some geometric interpretation is provided, as
well, via combinatorial tiling problems.
1. Introduction
The Kauffman bracket and Jones polynomials have been well-studied for the class of 2-bridge or
rational knots [DS10, GJ14, LLS09, Kan90, Kan89, Lew14, LM87, LZ10, Nak00, Nak02, QYAQ14,
Sto00] (see also [Bir85]). The present work uses a new model to study these polynomials on 2-bridge
knots that can naturally be extended to 3-bridge knots, the main goal here.
A (long) knot is a Chebyshev knot T (a, b, c) if it admits a one-to-one parametrization of the form
x = Ta(t); y = Tb(t); z = Tc(t + ϕ), where Tn(cos t
′) = cos(nt′) is the n-th Chebyshev polynomial
of the first kind, t ∈ R, a, b, c ∈ Z, and ϕ is a real constant.
These are generalizations of harmonic knots when the third coordinate has no phase shift and
when the three parameters are pairwise coprime integers [Com97, KP11a, KP11b, KP12]. These
are polynomial analogues of the famous Lissajous knots [BDHZ09, BHJS94, Cro04, HZ07, JP98,
Lam97, Lam99].
A. T (3, 7). B. T (5, 7).
Figure 1. Chebyshev knots yielding billiard table diagrams T (a, b).
Chebyshev knots and links T (a, b, c) can be projected to (a− 1)× (b− 1) billiard table diagrams.
Below we consider both positive and negative crossings at once, and so we omit the third variable,
viewing the diagrams without crossings as in Figure 1, showing T (3, 7) and T (5, 7).
Some of these are examples of periodic trajectories on rational polygonal billiards; such bil-
liards can be unfolded into translation surfaces. Periodic trajectories are studied more generally in
dynamical systems and ergodic theory [MT02, Mas06].
Chebyshev knots appear in several works by Koseleff and Pecker, who in particular show:
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Proposition 1.1. [KP11b, Proposition 9 specialized to m = 3] Every 3-bridge knot K has a
projection which is a Chebyshev curve x = T5(t), y = Tb(t), where b ≡ 2 (mod 10).
They use the general case of Proposition 9 to show their main Theorem 3 that every knot has a
projection that is a Chebyshev plane curve. They study Chebyshev diagrams for 2-bridge knots in
[KP11a], leading them to connections with Fibonacci polynomials when considering the Alexander
polynomial in [KP15].
This is far from surprising based on the combinatorial literature. In [CDR14], the author with
Dasbach and Russell describes the determinant expansion of the Alexander polynomial of a knot
in terms of perfect matchings of its balanced overlaid Tait graph or so-called “dimer graph.” When
this graph is a subgraph of a grid graph, this setting can be translated into the problem of domino
tilings of a game board. The problem of counting domino tilings of a 2×n game board is famously
known to give the Fibonacci numbers.
In previous work by the author [CT12] with Teicher, it is remarked that the balanced overlaid
Tait graph of a Chebyshev knot’s billiard table diagram is in fact a grid graph. These objects
appear often in combinatorial literature, and so there is hope that using this model gives access to
results that will not hold for general knot diagrams.
Domino tilings of rectangles have also been well-studied ([KP80, Rea80, Sta85, BHS09] to name
a few). For a more detailed review of the combinatorial background material, see the text on
Matching Theory by Lova´sz and Plummer [LP86] and lecture notes on dimers by Kenyon [Ken09].
Results. The tuple Notation 3.2 allows the computation of invariants for whole classes of
Chebyshev knots without specifying crossing information, as each term in the tuple corresponds
with a crossing, ordered from bottom to top in each column and then from left to right on the
columns. The term A± in the i-th position, for example, instructs one to include in the product
the term A (or A−1) if the i-th crossing is positive (or negative, respectively).
Theorem 6.1. (Main Theorem) Following Notation 6.2 below, the Kauffman bracket polynomials
of T (5, b) (for indeterminate crossing information), including the class of 3-bridge knots, are
hb =
b−1∑
i=3
([h3, Pi−2] + [h2, Pi−1] + [Qi],Pb−1−i)
for b ≥ 4 with base cases h1 = 1, h2 = (A
±, A±) + δ(A±, A∓) + δ(A∓, A±) + δ2(A∓, A∓), and
h3 = (h2, A
±, A±)+ (f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓)+ (g2, A
±, A∓)+ (f∓2 , f
±
2 , A
∓, A±), where δ = (−A2−A−2).
Organization. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains some brief background
material on the Jones polynomial. Section 3 considers the a = 3 case, yielding 2-bridge knots, and
its connections with Fibonacci numbers. Section 4 considers the a = 4 case in brief so that some of
its results can be applied to the next case. Section 5 considers the a = 5 case with 3-bridge knots,
giving small examples before proving the main results in Section 6.
For 2-bridge knots, note Theorem 3.6 and Subsection 3.2, where the result is simplified geomet-
rically. Proposition 3.8 counts Padovan number P (b− 4) terms in this expansion, even fewer than
the Fibonacci number F (b− 1) terms in the spanning tree model!
For 3-bridge knots, note the Main Theorem 6.1 above. Proposition 6.3 counts 2b−4 terms in the
sum over all Pj , far fewer than expected for 2(b− 1) crossings!
Recursive formulas for the writhe are given in Section 7 to obtain Jones polynomials, although
perhaps it is enough to have the list of coefficients of the Kauffman bracket polynomials.
Acknowledgements. This work arose based explicitly on three week-long visits with Pierre-
Vincent Koseleff: in June 2012 and June 2013 at the Universite´ Pierre & Marie Curie (Paris 6)
funded by INRIA-Rocquencourt Ouragan and ANR Structures Ge´ome´triques Triangule´es; and in
May 2014 at the Technion, when he spoke about [KP15]. Thanks also go to Misha Polyak.
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We explain here the notation used in the Main Theorem, although these ideas are developed
more slowly in Sections 3, 4, and 5.
Notation 6.2. Let i be [,, . . . ,] written i times. Let f±2 = −A
∓3 and g2 be the Kauffman
bracket polynomials of T (3, 2) and T (4, 2), respectively. Let X = δ[A±, A±]+ [A±, A∓]+ [A∓, A±].
Let P ′1 = P˜
′
1 = [A
±, A±], and the remaining P ′i and P˜
′
i be as follows:
P ′2 = [f
∓
2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]+[A±, f∓2 , A
±, A∓]+δ[A±, A±, A∓, A±]+[A±, A∓, A∓, A±]+[A∓, A±, A∓, A±],
P˜ ′2 = [f
∓
2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]+[f∓2 , A
±, A∓, A±]+δ[A±, A±, A±, A∓]+[A∓, A±, A±, A∓]+[A±, A∓, A±, A∓],
P ′i =

[f∓2 , A
±, A∓, A∓, [f∓2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓]j , A±, A∓]
+ [A±, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j+1, A±] for i = 2j + 3 odd and
[A±, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j , f∓2 , A
±, A∓]
+ [X, [f∓2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓]j , A∓, A±] for i = 2j + 2 even.
P˜ ′i =

[f∓2 , A
±, A∓, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j, f∓2 , A
±, A∓]
+ [A±, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓, [A∓, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓]j , A∓, A±] for i = 2j + 3 odd and
[f∓2 , A
±, A∓, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j, A±]
+ [X, [f∓2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓]j, A±, A∓] for i = 2j + 2 even.
The blocks P ′i and P˜
′
i correspond to elements of size i in Pn, the set of all partitions of the integer
n. Let j be the position in n of the first part of one of these elements. For convenience of notation
we set
Pi := Pi(j) =
{
P ′i if i+ j is odd and
P˜ ′i if i+ j is even.
For i ≥ 3, let Qi be as follows:
Qi =

[f∓2 , f
±
2 , A
∓, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j, f∓2 , A
±, A∓]
+ [f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓, [A∓, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓]j , A∓, A±] for i = 2j + 3 odd and
[f∓2 , f
±
2 , A
∓, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j, A±]
+ [g2, [f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓]j , A±, A∓] for i = 2j + 2 even.
2. The Jones polynomial
For the sake of completion, we provide the necessary definitions due to Kauffman [Kau87]. Note
also that Thistlethwaite [Thi87] gives a spanning tree expansion; Dasbach, Futer, Kalfagianni, Lin,
and Stoltzfus [DFKLS08] compute these via associated ribbon graphs; and the author computes
these of pretzel knots in [Coh12] as matrix determinants.
Given an unoriented crossing depicted locally in a link diagram L, let L0 and L∞ be the two
smoothings, also called the A- and the B-smoothings, as in Figure 2A.
A. An unoriented crossing and the two
smoothings.
positive negative
B. Positive and negative crossings contribute +1 and
−1 to the writhe, respectively.
Figure 2. Resolutions and writhe needed to define the Jones polynomial.
The Kauffman bracket polynomial 〈L〉 of a link L can be defined by
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(1) Smoothing relation: 〈L〉 = A〈L0〉+A
−1〈L∞〉
(2) Stabilization: 〈U ⊔ L〉 = δ〈L〉
(3) Normalization: 〈U〉 = 1
where U is the unknot, ⊔ is the disjoint union, and δ = (−A2 −A−2).
The writhe w(D) of an oriented diagram is the sum over all crossings of the evaluation +1 for
positive crossings and −1 for negative crossings as in Figure 2B.
The Jones polynomial VL(t) of a link L given an oriented diagram D can be defined via the
Kauffman bracket polynomial (along with the substitution A = t−1/4) by
VL(t) = (−A
−3)w(D)〈L〉.
Note that the Kauffman bracket polynomial is a specialization of the signed Tutte polynomial on
the signed plane graph obtained from a knot diagram by its checkerboard coloring.
3. The height-3 case and Fibonacci polynomials
In this section we consider Chebyshev knots T (3, b), including the class of 2-bridge knots, and
their Kauffman bracket polynomials, denoted fb.
3.1. Small examples. We begin with some base cases to introduce some notation and ideas that
will be useful in the main Theorem 3.6 of this section below.
The reader familiar with the Jones polynomial may want to skip to this Theorem, but pay
attention to Notation 3.2 and the notation used in the end of Example 3.5.
Example 3.1. The knot T (3, 1, ∅) is the unknot and thus has Jones polynonial equal to 1. The
Kauffman bracket polynomial, which we denote by f1 is also equal to 1.
Both knots T (3, 2,±) are the unknot with a single Reidemeister I move and thus have Jones
polynonial equal to 1. The Kauffman bracket polynomial, which we denote by f±2 , depending on
whether the crossing is positive or negative, respectively, is A+A−1δ or A−1 +Aδ, and so:
(3.1) f±2 = −A
∓3.
Notation 3.2. Beginning in the next example, we introduce the following n-tuple notation for
T (3, n+ 1, c) knots with n crossings so that we may consider them without determining the signs:
the i-th coordinate of the tuple gives the factor determined by the sign of the i-th crossing, as
ordered from left to right. These products are then summed over all possible resolutions to give
the Kauffman bracket polynomial.
We use this ordering on the crossings to perform resolutions starting from the end.
Example 3.3. Consider the link T (3, 3,±±), where the two crossings are independent of each
other. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(3.2) f3 = (f
±
2 , A
±) + (f∓2 , A
∓).
We note, for the sake of the recursion that will follow, that we get (·, ·, A±)+ (·, f∓2 , A
∓) in general.
Since T (3, 3,++) = T (3, 3,−−) is the unlink of two unknotted components and T (3, 3,+−) =
T (3, 3,−+) in the Hopf link, the four possibilities give only two. These are, respectively,
−A−3A −A3A−1 = −A−2 −A2 = δ and −A−3A−1 −A3A = −A−4 −A4.
Example 3.4. Consider the link T (3, 4,±±±), where the three crossings are independent of each
other. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(3.3) f4 = (f3, A
±) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓) = (f±2 , A
±, A±) + (f∓2 , A
∓, A±) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓).
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The link T (3, 4,+ −+) is the trefoil. The Kauffman bracket polynomial, denoted by f+−+4 , is
Af+−3 +A
−1(f+2 )f
+
2 = (−A
4 −A−4)A+ (−A−3)(−A−3)A−1 = −A5 −A−3 +A−7.
With a writhe of 3, this gives a Jones polynomial of A−4+A−12−A−12 = t+ t3− t4, as confirmed
by the Knot Atlas [BNMea].
Example 3.5. Consider the link T (3, 5,±±±±), where the four crossings are independent of each
other. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(3.4) f5 = (f4, A
±) + (f3, f
∓
2 , A
∓)
= (f±2 , A
±, A±, A±) + (f∓2 , A
∓, A±, A±) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A±) + (f±2 , A
±, f∓2 , A
∓) + (f∓2 , A
∓, f∓2 , A
∓)
= (f±2 , A
±, A±, A±) + (f±2 , A
±, f∓2 , A
∓) + (f∓2 , A
∓, A±, A±) + (f∓2 , A
∓, f∓2 , A
∓) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A±)
= ([f±2 , A
±] + [f∓2 , A
∓], [A±, A±] + [f∓2 , A
∓]) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A±)
= (f3, C) + (f
±
2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A±),
where we set C = [A±, A±] + [f∓2 , A
∓] and from Example 3.3 above f3 = [f
±
2 , A
±] + [f∓2 , A
∓].
We now have access to the notation that will make the following main Theorem of this section
meaningful.
Theorem 3.6. Recall that C = [A±, A±]+ [f∓2 , A
∓] and substitute C starting from the left as often
as possible. The Kauffman bracket polynomials fb of T (3, b), including the class of 2-bridge knots,
obey the following recursion rules. If a summand in fb−1 ends in:
(A) (..., A±), then it appears as a summand in fb with a C replacing the A
±.
(f) (..., [f∓2 , A
∓]), then it appears as a summand in fb ending with A
±.
(C) (..., C), then it appears as two summands in fb with [C,A
±]+ [A±, f∓2 , A
∓] replacing the C.
In particular, here is a list of Kauffman brackets for this class:
f3 = (f
±
2 , A
±) + (f∓2 , A
∓)
f4 = (f3, A
±) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓)
f5 = (f3, C) + (f
±
2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A±)
f6 = (f3, [C,A
±] + [A±, f∓2 , A
∓]) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, C)
f7 = (f3, C,C) + (f3, A
±, f∓2 , A
∓, A±) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, [C,A±] + [A±, f∓2 , A
∓])
f8 = (f3, C, [C,A
±] + [A±, f∓2 , A
∓]) + (f3, A
±, f∓2 , A
∓, C) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, C,C) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A±, f∓2 , A
∓, A±)
f9 = (f3, C,C,C) + (f3, C,A
±, f∓2 , A
∓, A±) + (f3, A
±, f∓2 , A
∓, [C,A±] + [A±, f∓2 , A
∓])
+ (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, C, [C,A±] + [A±, f∓2 , A
∓]) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A±, f∓2 , A
∓, C)
f10 = (f3, C,C, [C,A
±] + [A±, f∓2 , A
∓]) + (f3, C,A
±, f∓2 , A
∓, C) + (f3, A
±, f∓2 , A
∓, C,C)
+ (f3, A
±, f∓2 , A
∓, A±, f∓2 , A
∓, A±) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, C,C,C) + (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, C,A±, f∓2 , A
∓, A±)
+ (f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A±, f∓2 , A
∓, [C,A±] + [A±, f∓2 , A
∓])
Remark 3.7. Implications of this recursion include:
• This sum has far fewer terms than the 2b−1 terms using the Skein relation for the Kauffman
bracket polynomial.
• This sum has fewer terms than the F (b− 1) (Fibonacci number) terms in the domino tiling
interpretation given in the Subsection 3.2, corresponding to the spanning tree expansion of
the Jones polynomial, as in [Coh12].
• This recursion is of only one level, unlike the Fibonacci recursion.
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Proof. Observe that (C) follows from (A) and (f): a term in hb ending in C is really two terms, one
ending in [A±, A±] and the other ending in [f∓2 , A
∓]. By (A) and (f) these produce two new terms
ending in [A±, C] and [f∓2 , A
∓, A±]; however these are really three terms: ending in [A±, A±, A±],
[A±, f∓2 , A
∓], and [f∓2 , A
∓, A±]. These can be regrouped to achieve the result in (C).
We prove (A) and (f) by induction. The base cases are handled in Examples 3.4 and 3.5. Suppose
that the induction hypothesis holds up to b, and consider the case fb+1.
The final b-th crossing can be resolved in two ways: vertically, yielding a summand ending in A±,
or horizontally, yielding a summand ending in A∓ and forcing the (b− 1)-st term in this summand
to be f∓2 . This gives, as was noted above, (·, ·, A
±) + (·, f∓2 , A
∓) in general. Observe that the [·, ·]
and the [·] must represent terms in fb and fb−1, respectively, as after the smoothings, one obtains
smaller billiard table diagrams of these sizes.
Repeat this resolution for the (b − 1)-st crossing of the first term, obtaining (·, ·, ·, A±, A±) +
(·, ·, f∓2 , A
∓, A±). A similar observation as above holds for these terms with the appropriate index.
Amongst these three terms there is a single term in fb ending in [f
∓
2 , A
∓]. Clearly this term is
a term in fb+1 ending in [f
∓
2 , A
∓, A±], proving (f).
The other two terms can be combined to yield (·, ·, C). Since these terms were terms in fb ending
in A±, this proves (A). 
Proposition 3.8. The number of terms in the expansion of the Kauffman bracket polynomial
fb of T (3, b) of Theorem 3.6 gives a sequence that is an offset by four of the Padovan sequence:
a(n) = a(n − 2) + a(n − 3) with a(0) = 1, a(1) = a(2) = 0, which is A000931 in The On-Line
Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [OEI].
For information about the Padovan sequence (and how it relates to the Fibonacci sequence), see,
for example, [deW97]. For more connections between these sequences and grid graphs, see [Eul05].
Proof. Write as a triple (xi, yi, zi) the numbers of terms ending in A
±, [f∓2 , A
∓], and C, respectively,
of fi, the Kauffman bracket polynomial of T (3, i), such that fi has xi + yi + zi terms in total.
The first two bases cases are f4 with tuple (1,1,0) and f5 with tuple (1,0,1), as seen in Examples
3.4 and 3.5, respectively. One can check that the next base case f6 has tuple (1,1,1). Suppose that
the induction hypothesis holds up to b, and consider the case fb+3.
Following Theorem 3.6: the tuple associated to fb is (yb, zb, xb) for a total of xb+ yb+2zb terms;
the tuple associated to fb+1 is (yb+ zb, zb, xb) for a total of xb+ yb+2zb terms; the tuple associated
to fb+2 is (xb + zb, xb, yb + zb) for a total of 2xb + yb + 2zb terms; and the tuple associated to fb+3
is (xb + yb + zb, yb + zb, xb + zb) for a total of 2xb + 2yb + 3zb terms.
Thus the number of terms in fi+3 is equal to the sum of the number of terms of fi and fi+1.
The fourth term in our sequence has 1 + 1 + 0 = 2 terms, aligning it with a(8) = 2, accounting
for the offset. 
Example 3.9. We can then, as an application, compute the Kauffman bracket or Jones polynomials
for the family of alternating knots where the crossings are +− + − . . . +−. In Table 1, these are
given by strings of coefficients for the appropriate terms. It is interesting to note that for odd b
these are palindromic.
By work of Koseleff and Pecker [KP10], this is the family T (3, b, 2b − 3) with crossing number
b− 1. They are Fibonacci knots with Schubert Fraction Fn/Fn−1.
3.2. Geometric interpretation. The Chebyshev diagram for T (3, b, c) has as its associated bal-
anced overlaid Tait graph the 2× (b− 1) grid graph, as discussed in [CT12]. Perfect matchings on
this grid graph are in one-to-one correspondence with domino tilings of a 2 × (b − 1) board, here
viewed as extending horizontally. This is the setting that perhaps most often shows the relationship
to Fibonacci numbers.
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b Knot Coefficients of fb
2 U (1,0)
4 31 (1,-1,0,-1)
5 41 (1,-1,1,-1,1)
7 63 (-1,2,-2,3,-2,2,-1)
8 77 (1,-3,3,-4,4,-3,2,-1)
10 931 (-1,4,-6,8,-10,9,-8,5,-3,1)
11 1045 (-1,4,-7,11,-14,15,-14,11,-7,4,-1)
Table 1. A list of the alternating knots T (3, b) with crossing number b− 1.
Property 3.10. The number of domino tilings of a 2 × n board is is Fn, where F0 = 1 = F1, owing
to the position of the dominoes in the final column: a single vertical domino gives the recursion to
F (n− 1) and two horizontal dominoes give the recurion to F (n − 2).
Remark 3.11. In work by Benjamin, et al [BEJS10, BW09], this model is collapsed to a tiling of a
1×n board with dominoes as well as 1×1 squares. The domino represents two horizontal dominoes,
and the square represents a single vertical domino.
Thus it should not be surprising that work in [KP15] relates the Alexander polynomial of 2-
bridge knots to Fibonacci polynomials, as the Alexander polynomial is a determinant and perfect
matchings on plane bipartite graphs correspond to terms in the determinant expansion.
We now give an alternate geometric interpretation of the model given in our Theorem 3.6 using
a 2× n board. Recall the notation given above.
(V ) The A± is still a vertical domino.
(H) The [f∓2 , A
∓] is still two horizontal dominoes.
(C) The C = [A±, A±] + [f∓2 , A
∓] is thus the sum of two vertical dominoes with two horizontal
dominoes. This might be represented by a 2× 2 square.
(Si) The two starting configurations, f3 = [f
±
2 , A
±] + [f∓2 , A
∓], and f±2 , might be represented
by special “capital letter” tiles labelled by S2 and S1: a 2× 2 square and a vertical domino,
respectively.
Question 3.12. Can our problem be rephrased completely in terms of a combinatorial problem
involving these tiles on a 2× n board?
We can then re-interpret the previous examples:
f4 = (S2, V ) + (S1,H)
f5 = (S2, C) + (S1,H, V )
f6 = (S2, [C, V ] + [V,H]) + (S1,H,C)
f7 = (S2, C,C) + (S2, V,H, V ) + (S1,H, [C, V ] + [V,H])
f8 = (S2, C, [C, V ] + [V,H]) + (S2, V,H,C) + (S1,H,C,C) + (S1,H, V,H, V )
f9 = (S2, C,C,C) + (S2, C, V,H, V ) + (S2, V,H, [C, V ] + [V,H])
+ (S1,H,C, [C, V ] + [V,H]) + (S1,H, V,H,C)
f10 = (S2, C,C, [C, V ] + [V,H]) + (S2, C, V,H,C) + (S2, V,H,C,C) + (S2, V,H, V,H, V )
+ (S1,H,C,C,C) + (S1,H,C, V,H, V ) + (S1,H, V,H, [C, V ] + [V,H])
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4. The height-4 case
We do not need to consider Chebyshev knots T (4, b) except for a base case, the link T (4, 2,±±),
that will appear in the following section.
What is interesting here is that from the billiard table diagram perspective we have two com-
ponents of the link that are long knots, unlike the a = 3 case where only one component is ever a
long knot. This requires us to make some decisions about the closures of our tangles.
A k-tangle is an embedding of some k arcs and any number of circles into R× [0, 1]. The knots
studied in the last section, 2-bridge knots, are examples of 2-tangles, and these are often closed
into knots using the numerator and denominator closures which have no crossings. The numerator
closure identifies the two “north” endpoints and the two “south” endpoints, and the denominator
closure identifies the two “east” endpoints and the two “west” endpoints.
However, the motivation from long knots is that the closure of two arcs happens at infinity. Thus
in our case with two components that are long knots, if the closures involve some crossing, one
could interpret this as a single virtual crossing at infinity.
Perhaps it is this ambiguity that prompted Koseleff and Pecker to consider solely the case of
knots, when a and b are co-prime, and when one need not add extra components to complete the
billiard table diagram.
In our discussion, however, several 2-tangles appear. We will use closures that do not involve
any additional crossings and attempt to show that this setting is correct.
Specifically for the following example, we insist on the convention of identifying the two ends of
each of the two arcs.
Example 4.1. Consider the link T (4, 2,±±), where the two crossings are independent of each
other, with the denominator closure of the tangle. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(4.1) g2 = δ(A
±, A±) + (A±, A∓) + (A∓, A±) + δ(A∓, A∓) = ([X] + δ[A∓, A∓]),
where
(4.2) X = δ[A±, A±] + [A±, A∓] + [A∓, A±] =
{
1− (A±)4 for ++ or −−, respectively,
0 for +− or −+.
When the two signs agree we get g2 = δ(−δ) + (2) = 2 − δ
2 = −A4 − A−4 for the Hopf link.
When they don’t we get g2 = δ(2) + (−δ) = δ = −A
2 −A−2 for the unlink.
5. The height-5 case and bumpered billiard tables
In this section we consider Chebyshev knots T (5, b) and their Kauffman bracket polynomials,
denoted hb. The crossings are labelled from bottom to top in each column and then from left to
right on the columns. However, a new object will appear in the recursion, and we begin by defining
these.
Definition 5.1. Let Bn(a, b) and Bn(a, b) be (a − 1) × (b − 1) billiard tables with n “bumpers”
or squares removed from the last column, starting at the top or bottom, respectively. We call
these bumpered billiard tables. Billiard balls can only leave the table at corner “pockets,” as before,
although now there are some new corners.
Remark 5.2. The examples we consider specifically avoid the situation where a crossing occurs at
a new interior corner “pocket” so that there is no ambiguity as to what occurs there.
Example 5.3. Consider the bumpered billiard table for B2(5, 7), with two squares removed from
the top of the last column, as shown in Figure 3A. Note that there is still a single component here;
this is not always the case for general bumpered billiard tables.
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Consider the bumpered billiard table for B2(5, 8), with two squares removed from the bottom
of the last column, as shown in Figure 3B. Note that there are two components here but that only
one of them is a long knot.
We consider the class B2(5, b), where we have B2(5, b) for odd b and B2(5, b) for even b. Observe
that in order to satisfy Remark 5.2, the removal of two squares must come from the top for odd b
and from the bottom for even b.
The Kauffman bracket polynomials for this class are treated generally in Lemma 6.8 below.
B
A. Bumpered billiard table B2(5, 7). B. Bumpered billiard table B2(5, 8)
with two components.
Figure 3. Bumpered billiard tables with two squares removed.
•
∗
∗
•
A. Bumpered billiard table B1(5, 7)
with two components, forming a 2-
tangle.
•
∗
∗
•
B. Bumpered billiard table B1(5, 8) with
two components, forming a 2-tangle.
Figure 4. Bumpered billiard tables with one square removed, forming 2-tangles.
We choose as closures those that are preserved in the classical rectangular billiard
tables, here identified by similar symbols.
Example 5.4. Consider the bumpered billiard table for B1(5, 7), with one square removed from
the bottom of the last column, as shown in Figure 4A. Note that there are now two components,
yielding a 2-tangle. We will choose to identify the ends of these tangles following the corresponding
symbols in the figure, as this closure is preserved in the classical rectangular billiard tables.
Consider the bumpered billiard table for B1(5, 8), with one square removed from the top of the
last column, as shown in Figure 4B. Note that there are now two components, yielding a 2-tangle.
We will choose to identify the ends of these tangles following the corresponding symbols in the
figure, as this closure is preserved in the classical rectangular billiard tables.
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We consider the class B1(5, b), where we have B1(5, b) for even b and B1(5, b) for odd b. Observe
that in order to satisfy Remark 5.2, the removal of a single square must come from the top for even
b and from the bottom for odd b.
The Kauffman bracket polynomials for this class are treated generally in Lemma 6.9 below.
5.1. Small examples. We consider the examples T (5, b), B2(5, b), and B1(5, b) with small values
of b. Along the way, we introduce some notation and ideas that will be useful below.
Example 5.5. The knot T (5, 1, ∅) is the unknot and thus has Kauffman bracket and Jones poly-
nonials equal to 1.
All four knots T (5, 2,±±) are the unknot with two Reidemeister I moves and thus have Jones
polynonial equal to 1. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(5.1) h2 = (A
±, A±) + δ(A±, A∓) + δ(A∓, A±) + δ2(A∓, A∓).
Note that when the crossings have different signs, we get h2 = 1. When they are both positive
or both negative, we get h2 = A
∓6, respectively.
Example 5.6. Consider the bumpered billiard link B2(5, 3,±±±), where the three crossings are
independent of each other. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(5.2) b3 = (h2, A
±) + (f∓2 , f
±
2 , A
∓).
Let M = [f∓2 , f
±
2 , A
∓] so that b3 = (h2, A
±) + (M).
Consider the bumpered billiard knot B1(5, 3,±±±±), where the four crossings are independent
of each other. We choose the tangle closure as in Figure 4A. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(5.3) bt3 = (h2,X) + (f
±
2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓).
Let S = [f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓] so that bt3 = (h2,X) + (S).
Example 5.7. Consider the knot T (5, 3,± ± ±±), where the four crossings are independent of
each other. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(5.4) h3 = (h2, A
±, A±) + (f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓) + (g2, A
±, A∓) + (f∓2 , f
±
2 , A
∓, A±).
Recall that g2 = [X]+δ[A
∓, A∓] is the Kauffman bracket polynomial of T (4, 2) from Equation 4.1
of Section 4. Let K = [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓] so that h3 = (h2, A
±, A±) + (K)+ (g2, A
±, A∓)+ (M,A±).
Example 5.8. Consider the bumpered billiard knot B2(5, 4,± ±±±±), where the five crossings
are independent of each other. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(5.5) b4 = (h3, , A
±) + (h2, A
±, f∓2 , , A
∓) + (M,f∓2 , , A
∓),
where here a in the i-th position denotes that there is no i-th crossing following the standard
ordering, due to the removed bumpers.
This notation also appears below when some giving information for later crossings after some
B2(5, b).
Consider the bumpered billiard knot B1(5, 4,±±±±±±), where the six crossings are independent
of each other. We choose the tangle closure as in Figure 4B. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(5.6) bt4 = (h3,X) + (h2, f
∓
2 , A
±, A∓, A∓) + (g2, f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓).
Let R = [f∓2 , A
±, A∓, A∓] and N = [f∓2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓] so that bt4 = (h3,X) + (h2, R) + (g2, N).
Example 5.9. Consider the knot T (5, 4,±±±±±±), where the six crossings are independent of
each other. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(5.7) h4 = (h3, A
±, A±) + (h2,K) + (b3, f
∓
2 , A
±, A∓) + (bt3, A
∓, A±).
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Let L = [f∓2 , A
±, A∓] so that h4 = (h3, A
±, A±) + (h2,K) + (b3, L) + (bt3, A
∓, A±). Then
h4 = (h3, A
±, A±) + (h2,K) + (h2, A
±, L) + (M,L) + (h2,X,A
∓, A±) + (S,A∓, A±)
= (h3, A
±, A±) + (h2, [K] + [A
±, L] + [X,A∓, A±]) + (M,L) + (S,A∓, A±).
Let P ′1 = P˜
′
1 = [A
±, A±] and P ′2 = [K] + [A
±, L] + [X,A∓, A±] so that h4 = (h3, P
′
1) + (h2, P
′
2) +
(M,L) + (S,A∓, A±).
Example 5.10. Consider the bumpered billiard link B2(5, 5,± ± ± ± ± ± ±), where the seven
crossings are independent of each other. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(5.8) b5 = (h4, A
±) + (h3, L) + (h2, A
±,K) + (M,K).
Consider the bumpered billiard link B1(5, 5,± ± ± ± ± ± ±±), where the eight crossings are
independent of each other. We choose the tangle closure as in Figure 4A. The Kauffman bracket
polynomial is
(5.9) bt5 = (h4,X) + (h3, A
±, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓) + (h2,X,A
∓, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓) + (S,A∓, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓).
Let R˜ = [A±, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓] and N˜ = [A∓, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓] so that bt5 = (h4,X)+ (h3, R˜)+ (h2,X, N˜ )+
(S, N˜ ).
Example 5.11. Consider the link T (5, 5,±±±±±±±±), where the eight crossings are independent
of each other. The Kauffman bracket polynomial is
(5.10) h5 = (h4, P
′
1) + (h3,K) + (bt4, A
±, A∓) + (b4, f
∓
2 , , A
∓, A±),
= (h3, P
′
1, P
′
1) + (h2, P
′
2, P
′
1) + (M,L,P
′
1) + (S,A
∓, A±, P ′1) + (h3,K)
+ (h3,X,A
±, A∓) + (h2, R,A
±, A∓) + (g2,K,A
±, A∓)
+ (h3, L,A
±) + (h2, A
±,K,A±) + (M,K,A±)
= (h3, P
′
1, P
′
1) + (h3, [X,A
±, A∓] + [L,A±] + [K])
+ (h2, P
′
2, P
′
1) + (h2, [R,A
±, A∓] + [A±,K,A±])
+ (M,L,P ′1) + (M,K,A
±) + (S,A∓, A±, P ′1) + (g2,K,A
±, A∓).
Let P˜ ′2 = [X,A
±, A∓]+[L,A±]+[K] and P ′3 = [R,A
±, A∓]+[A±,K,A±] so that h5 = (h3, P
′
1, P
′
1)+
(h3, P˜
′
2) + (h2, P
′
2, P
′
1) + (h2, P
′
3) + (M,L,P
′
1) + (M,K,A
±) + (S,A∓, A±, P ′1) + (g2,K,A
±, A∓).
As stated in the introduction, these blocks Pi and P˜i will appear as elements of size i in a
partition Pn of n blocks. See the next section. To summarize, they are so far:
P ′1 = P˜
′
1 = [A
±, A±]
P ′2 = [K] + [A
±, L] + [X,A∓, A±]
= [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓] + [A±, f∓2 , A
±, A∓] + δ[A±, A±, A∓, A±] + [A±, A∓, A∓, A±] + [A∓, A±, A∓, A±]
P˜ ′2 = [X,A
±, A∓] + [L,A±] + [K]
= δ[A±, A±, A±, A∓] + [A±, A∓, A±, A∓] + [A∓, A±, A±, A∓] + [f∓2 , A
±, A∓, A±] + [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]
P ′3 = [R,A
±, A∓] + [A±,K,A±]
= [f∓2 , A
±, A∓, A∓, A±, A∓] + [A±, f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓, A±]
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6. Main results on 3-bridge knots
At last we have the machinery to arrive at the Main Theorem 6.1, Notation 6.2, and Proposition
6.3. The proof of the main theorem appears in Subsection 6.2, after two useful lemmas giving
recursions for the Kauffman bracket polynomials of bumpered billiard tables in Subsection 6.1.
Theorem 6.1. (Main Theorem) Following Notation 6.2 below, the Kauffman bracket polynomials
of T (5, b) (for indeterminate crossing information), including the class of 3-bridge knots, are
hb =
b−1∑
i=3
([h3, Pi−2] + [h2, Pi−1] + [Qi],Pb−1−i)
for b ≥ 4 with base cases h1 = 1, h2 = (A
±, A±) + δ(A±, A∓) + δ(A∓, A±) + δ2(A∓, A∓), and
h3 = (h2, A
±, A±) + (f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓) + (g2, A
±, A∓) + (f∓2 , f
±
2 , A
∓, A±), where δ = (−A2 −A−2).
In particular, here is a small list of Kauffman brackets for this class:
h4 = (h3, P1) + (h2, P2) + (M,L) + (S,A
∓, A±)
h5 = ([h3, P1] + [h2, P2] + [M,L] + [S,A
∓, A±], P1)
+ (h3, P˜2) + (h2, P3) + (M,K,A
±) + (g2,K,A
±, A∓)
h6 = ([h3, P1] + [h2, P2] + [M,L] + [S,A
∓, A±], [P2] + [P1, P1])
+ ([h3, P˜2] + [h2, P3] + [M,K,A
±] + [g2,K,A
±, A∓], P1)
+ (h3, P˜3) + (h2, P4) + (M,K,L) + (S, N˜ ,A
∓, A±)
Notation 6.2. Let i be [,, . . . ,] written i times. Let f±2 = −A
∓3 and g2 be the Kauffman
bracket polynomials of T (3, 2) and T (4, 2), respectively. Let X = δ[A±, A±]+ [A±, A∓]+ [A∓, A±].
Let P ′1 = P˜
′
1 = [A
±, A±], and the remaining P ′i and P˜
′
i be as follows:
P ′2 = [f
∓
2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]+[A±, f∓2 , A
±, A∓]+δ[A±, A±, A∓, A±]+[A±, A∓, A∓, A±]+[A∓, A±, A∓, A±],
P˜ ′2 = [f
∓
2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]+[f∓2 , A
±, A∓, A±]+δ[A±, A±, A±, A∓]+[A∓, A±, A±, A∓]+[A±, A∓, A±, A∓],
P ′i =

[f∓2 , A
±, A∓, A∓, [f∓2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓]j , A±, A∓]
+ [A±, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j+1, A±] for i = 2j + 3 odd and
[A±, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j , f∓2 , A
±, A∓]
+ [X, [f∓2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓]j , A∓, A±] for i = 2j + 2 even.
P˜ ′i =

[f∓2 , A
±, A∓, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j, f∓2 , A
±, A∓]
+ [A±, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓, [A∓, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓]j , A∓, A±] for i = 2j + 3 odd and
[f∓2 , A
±, A∓, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j, A±]
+ [X, [f∓2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓]j, A±, A∓] for i = 2j + 2 even.
The blocks P ′i and P˜
′
i correspond to elements of size i in Pn, the set of all partitions of the integer
n. Let j be the position in n of the first part of one of these elements. For convenience of notation
we set
Pi := Pi(j) =
{
P ′i if i+ j is odd and
P˜ ′i if i+ j is even.
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For i ≥ 3, let Qi be as follows:
Qi =

[f∓2 , f
±
2 , A
∓, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j, f∓2 , A
±, A∓]
+ [f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓, [A∓, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓]j , A∓, A±] for i = 2j + 3 odd and
[f∓2 , f
±
2 , A
∓, [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]j, A±]
+ [g2, [f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓]j , A±, A∓] for i = 2j even.
For completion, here are some other variables that appear above:
K = [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓], N = [f∓2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓],
L = [f∓2 , A
±, A∓], N˜ = [A∓, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓],
M = [f∓2 , f
±
2 , A
∓], R = [f∓2 , A
±, A∓, A∓],
S = [f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓], R˜ = [A±, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓].
Note that this allows one to write:
P ′i =
{
[R,N j , A±, A∓] + [A±,Kj+1, A±] for i = 2j + 3 odd and
[X,N j , A∓, A±] + [A±,Kj, L] for i = 2j + 2 even.
P˜ ′i =
{
[L,Kj , L] + [R˜, N˜ j , A∓, A±] for i = 2j + 3 odd and
[L,Kj , A±] + [X,N j , A±, A∓] for i = 2j + 2 even.
Qi =
{
[M,Kj , L] + [S, N˜ j , A∓, A±] for i = 2j + 3 odd and
[M,Kj , A±] + [g2, N
j, A±, A∓] for i = 2j even.
Proposition 6.3. The number of terms in the expansion of the Kauffman bracket polynomial hb
of T (5, b) in Theorem 6.1 is 2b−4.
Proof. Observe that |Pj | = 2
j−1. Then the sum over all Pj gives 1 +
∑b−4
j=1 2
j−1 = 2b−4 terms. 
Remark 6.4. Note that this is far fewer than the usual 22(b−1) terms using the Skein relation for
the 2(b− 1) crossings of the diagram.
Example 6.5. We can then, as an application, compute the Kauffman bracket or Jones polynomials
for the family of alternating Chebyshev knots where the crossings are ++−−++−− . . .++−−.
In Table 2, these are given by strings of coefficients for the appropriate terms.
b Knot Coefficients of hb
2 U (1)
3 41 (1,-1,1,-1,1)
4 62 (1,-1,2,-2,2-2,1)
6 10116 (1,-4,8,-11,15,-16,15,-12,8,-4,1)
7 12a0960 (1,-5,13,-23,34,-42,45,-42,34,-23,13,-5,1)
Table 2. A list of the alternating knots T (5, b) with crossing number 2(b− 1).
Question 6.6. Can our problem be rephrased in terms of a combinatorial problem involving these
tiles on a 4× n board?
Question 6.7. Can this model be used to show that the Jones polynomial detects the unknot for
knots that (k ≤ 3)-bridge?
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6.1. Lemmas on bumpered billiard tables. The following two lemmas on the Kauffman bracket
polynomials of bumpered billiard tables give recursions in terms of the Kauffman bracket polyno-
mials of rectangular billiard tables and are used for the main proof in the next subsection.
For convenience in this subsection, we replace the variable b with the variable n so that the
Kauffman bracket polynomials are bn and btn for the two classes.
We first consider the class B2(5, n), where we have B2(5, n) for odd n and B2(5, n) for even n.
Although this may appear strange, it follows naturally from the recursion.
Lemma 6.8. The Kauffman bracket polynomials of B2(5, n) (for indeterminate crossing informa-
tion) are:
bn odd = (M,K
n−3
2 ) +
n−3
2∑
i=0
(hn−1−2i, A
±,Ki) +
n−5
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, L,K
i),(6.1)
bn even = (hn−1, , A
±) + (M,K
n−4
2 , f∓2 , , A
∓)(6.2)
+
n−4
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, A
±,Ki, f∓2 , , A
∓) +
n−6
2∑
i=0
(hn−3−2i, L,K
i, f∓2 , , A
∓),(6.3)
for n ≥ 5 and with base cases b1 = 1, b2 = ( , f
±
2 ), b3 = (h2, A
±) + (M), and b4 = (h3, , A
±) +
(h2, A
±, f∓2 , , A
∓) + (M,f∓2 , , A
∓), where i represents [,, . . . ,], written i times, and where
K = [f∓2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓], L = [f∓2 , A
±, A∓], and M = [f∓2 , f
±
2 , A
∓].
In particular, here is a list of Kauffman brackets for this class:
b3 = (h2, A
±) + (M)
b4 = (h3, , A
±) + (h2, A
±, f∓2 , , A
∓) + (M,f∓2 , , A
∓)
b5 = (h4, A
±) + (h3, L) + (h2, A
±,K) + (M,K)
b6 = (h5, , A
±) + (h4, A
±, f∓2 , , A
∓) + (h3, L, f
∓
2 , , A
∓) + (h2, A
±,K, f∓2 , , A
∓) + (M,K, f∓2 , , A
∓)
b7 = (h6, A
±) + (h5, L) + (h4, A
±,K) + (h3, L,K) + (h2, A
±,K,K) + (M,K,K)
b8 = (h7, , A
±) + (h6, A
±, f∓2 , , A
∓) + (h5, L, f
∓
2 , , A
∓) + (h4, A
±,K, f∓2 , , A
∓)
+ (h3, L,K, f
∓
2 , , A
∓) + (h2, A
±,K,K, f∓2 , , A
∓) + (M,K,K, f∓2 , , A
∓)
b9 = (h8, A
±) + (h7, L) + (h6, A
±,K) + (h5, L,K) + (h4, A
±,K,K) + (h3, L,K,K)
+ (h2, A
±,K,K,K) + (M,K,K,K)
b10 = (h9, , A
±) + (h8, A
±, f∓2 , , A
∓) + (h7, L, f
∓
2 , , A
∓) + (h6, A
±,K, f∓2 , , A
∓)
+ (h5, L,K, f
∓
2 , , A
∓) + (h4, A
±,K,K, f∓2 , , A
∓) + (h3, L,K,K, f
∓
2 , , A
∓)
+ (h2, A
±,K,K,K, f∓2 , , A
∓) + (M,K,K,K, f∓2 , , A
∓)
Proof. The case B2(5, 1) is equivalent to T (3, 1), and so b1 = 1. The case B2(5, 2) is equivalent to
T (3, 2) after a “skipped” first crossing, and so we get b2 = ( , f
±
2 ). The actual base cases B
2(5, 3)
and B2(5, 4) for the induction are handled in Examples 5.6 and 5.8.
Prior to addressing the induction hypothesis, consider first the two resolutions on the last cross-
ing. One of them results in a rectangular billiard table of width one less, and the other results in
a nugatory crossing that, when resolved, achieves a bumpered billiard table of width one less. This
is summarized in the following equations:
bn odd = (hn−1, A
±) + (bn−1, f
∓
2 , , A
∓) and(6.4)
bn even = (hn−1, , A
±) + (bn−1, f
∓
2 , , A
∓),(6.5)
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where for odd n, the f∓2 is ordered before the last term of the bn−1 due to placement of the last
crossing within the billiard table.
Suppose the induction hypothesis holds for even n. Then for odd n+ 1,
bn+1 odd = (hn, A
±) + (bn, f
∓
2 , , A
∓)
= (hn, A
±) + (hn−1, L) + (M,K
n−4
2
+1)
+
n−4
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, A
±,Ki+1) +
n−6
2∑
i=0
(hn−3−2i, L,K
i+1)
= (hn, A
±) + (hn−1, L) + (M,K
n−4
2
+1)
+
n−2
2∑
i=1
(hn−2i, A
±,Ki) +
n−4
2∑
i=1
(hn−1−2i, L,K
i)
= +
n−2
2∑
i=0
(hn−2i, A
±,Ki) +
n−4
2∑
i=0
(hn−1−2i, L,K
i) + (M,K
n−4
2
+1),
as desired.
Suppose the induction hypothesis holds for odd n. Then for even n+ 1,
bn+1 even = (hn, , A
±) + (bn, f
∓
2 , , A
∓)
= (hn, , A
±) + (M,K
n−3
2 , f∓2 , , A
∓)
+
n−3
2∑
i=0
(hn−1−2i, A
±,Ki, f∓2 , , A
∓) +
n−5
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, L,K
i, f∓2 , , A
∓),
as desired. 
We consider the class B1(5, n), where we have B1(5, n) for odd n and B
1(5, n) for even n. These
actually give 2-tangles, and so our notation is btn for the Kauffman bracket polynomials. Although
this alternating class may appear strange, it follows naturally from the recursion, but we consider
these two cases separately.
Lemma 6.9. The Kauffman bracket polynomials of B1(5, n) (for indeterminate crossing informa-
tion) are:
btn odd = (S, N˜
n−3
2 ) +
n−3
2∑
i=0
(hn−1−2i,X, N˜
i) +
n−5
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, R˜, N˜
i),(6.6)
btn even = (g2, N
n−2
2 ) +
n−4
2∑
i=0
(hn−1−2i,X,N
i) +
n−4
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, R,N
i),(6.7)
for n ≥ 3 and with base cases bt1 = 1 and bt2 = (g2), where 
i represents [,, . . . ,], writ-
ten i times, and where X = δ[A±, A±] + [A±, A∓] + [A∓, A±], N = [f∓2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓], N˜ =
[A∓, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓], R = [f∓2 , A
±, A∓, A∓], R˜ = [A±, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓], and S = [f±2 , f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓]. Recall
that g2 = ([X] + δ[A
∓, A∓]) is the Kauffman bracket polynomial of T (4, 2) from Section 4.
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In particular, here is a list of Kauffman brackets for this class:
bt3 = (h2,X) + (S)
bt4 = (h3,X) + (h2, R) + (g2, N)
bt5 = (h4,X) + (h3, R˜) + (h2,X, N˜ ) + (S, N˜)
bt6 = (h5,X) + (h4, R) + (h3,X,N) + (h2, R,N) + (g2, N,N)
bt7 = (h6,X) + (h5, R˜) + (h4,X, N˜ ) + (h3, R˜, N˜ ) + (h2,X, N˜ , N˜ ) + (S, N˜ , N˜)
bt8 = (h7,X) + (h6, R) + (h5,X,N) + (h4, R,N) + (h3,X,N,N) + (h2, R,N,N) + (g2, N,N,N)
bt9 = (h8,X) + (h7, R˜) + (h6,X, N˜ ) + (h5, R˜, N˜ ) + (h4,X, N˜ , N˜ ) + (h3, R˜, N˜ , N˜)
+ (h2,X, N˜ , N˜ , N˜) + (S, N˜ , N˜ , N˜ )
bt10 = (h9,X) + (h8, R) + (h7,X,N) + (h6, R,N) + (h5,X,N,N) + (h4, R,N,N)
+ (h3,X,N,N,N) + (h2, R,N,N,N) + (g2, N,N,N,N)
Proof. The case B1(5, 1) is equivalent to T (4, 1), and so bt1 = 1. The case B
1(5, 2) is equivalent to
T (4, 2), and so we get bt2 = g2. The actual base cases B1(5, 3) and B
1(5, 4) for the induction are
handled in Examples 5.6 and 5.8.
Prior to addressing the induction hypothesis, consider the four resolutions on the last two cross-
ings. Three of them result in a rectangular billiard table of width one less, and the other results in
a bumpered billiard table of width one less with three squares removed from the last column. This
last table itself has two resolutions yielding in a rectangular billiard table and a bumpered billiard
table, both of width two less than the original. This is summarized in the following equations:
btn odd = (hn−1,X) + (hn−2, A
±, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓) + (btn−2, A
∓, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓) and(6.8)
btn even = (hn−1,X) + (hn−2, f
∓
2 , A
±, A∓, A∓) + (btn−2, f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓),(6.9)
where X = 1− (A±)4 if the crossings are both ± or else X = 0, as in Equation 4.2.
Suppose the induction hypothesis holds for odd n. Then for odd n+ 2,
bn+2 odd = (hn+1,X) + (hn, A
±, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓) + (btn, A
∓, f∓2 , A
∓, A∓)
= (hn+1,X) + (hn, R˜) + (S, N˜
n−1
2 ) +
n−3
2∑
i=0
(hn−1−2i,X, N˜
i+1) +
n−5
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, R˜, N˜
i+1)
= (S, N˜
n−1
2 ) +
n−1
2∑
i=0
(hn+1−2i,X, N˜
i) +
n−3
2∑
i=0
(hn−2i, R˜, N˜
i),
as desired.
Suppose the induction hypothesis holds for even n. Then for even n+ 2,
bn+2 even = (hn−1,X) + (hn−2, f
∓
2 , A
±, A∓, A∓) + (btn−2, f
∓
2 , A
∓, A∓, A∓)
= (hn+1,X) + (hn, R) + (g2, N
n
2 ) +
n−4
2∑
i=0
(hn−1−2i,X,N
i+1) +
n−4
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, R,N
i+1)
= (g2, N
n
2 ) +
n−2
2∑
i=0
(hn+1−2i,X,N
i) +
n−2
2∑
i=0
(hn−2i, R,N
i),
as desired. 
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Remark 6.10. Note that some of these terms might disappear because X = 0 when its two crossings
are opposite of each other, as in Equation 4.2.
Question 6.11. This leads to the following open questions:
(1) Are there natural classes of knots and links for which we have several pairs of opposite
crossings, leading to easier formulae?
(2) Instead of a recursion built from the first pair of crossings, could one construct a recursion
for a given (more central) pair of crossings, so that there would be more cancellation if these
crossings were opposite of each other?
6.2. Proof of the main theorem. We conclude this section with the proof.
Proof. The first few base cases are handled in Examples 5.5, 5.7, 5.9, and 5.11.
Prior to addressing the induction hypothesis, consider first the four resolutions on the last two
crossings. One of them results in a rectangular billiard table of width one less, another results in
two nugatory crossing that, when resolved, achieves a rectangular billiard table of width two less,
and the other two result in bumpered billiard tables of width one less. This is summarized in the
following equations:
hn odd = (hn−1, A
±, A±) + (hn−2,K) + (btn−1, A
±, A∓) + (bn−1, f
∓
2 , , A
∓, A±) and(6.10)
hn even = (hn−1, A
±, A±) + (hn−2,K) + (btn−1, A
∓, A±) + (bn−1, f
∓
2 , A
±, A∓),(6.11)
where for odd n, the f∓2 is ordered before the last term of the bn−1 due to placement of the last
crossing within the billiard table.
Suppose first that the induction hypothesis holds for odd n, for even n − 1, and for all indexes
less than this. Then for even n+ 1,
hn+1 even = (hn, A
±, A±) + (hn−1,K) + (btn, A
∓, A±) + (bn, f
∓
2 , A
±, A∓)
= (hn, A
±, A±) + (hn−1,K)
+ (S, N˜
n−3
2 , A∓, A±) +
n−3
2∑
i=0
(hn−1−2i,X, N˜
i, A∓, A±) +
n−5
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, R˜, N˜
i, A∓, A±)
+ (M,K
n−3
2 , L) +
n−3
2∑
i=0
(hn−1−2i, A
±,Ki, L) +
n−5
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, L,K
i, L)
= (hn, A
±, A±) + (hn−1,K) + (S, N˜
n−3
2 , A∓, A±) + (M,K
n−3
2 , L)
+
n−3
2∑
i=0
(hn−1−2i, [X, N˜
i, A∓, A±] + [A±,Ki, L]) +
n−5
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, [R˜, N˜
i, A∓, A±] + [L,Ki, L])
= (hn, P1) + (hn−1,K) + (Qn)
+
n−3
2∑
i=1
(hn−1−2i, P
′
2i+2) + (hn−1, [X,A
∓, A±] + [A±, L]) +
n−5
2∑
i=0
(hn−2−2i, P˜
′
2i+3)
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= (Qn) +
n∑
j=2
(hj , Pn+1−j)
= (Qn) + (h2, Pn−1) + (h3, Pn−2) +
n∑
j=4
(hj , Pn+1−j)
= (Qn) + (h2, Pn−1) + (h3, Pn−2) +
n∑
j=4
j−1∑
i=3
([h3, Pi−2] + [h2, Pi−1] + [Qi],Pj−1−i, Pn+1−j)
= (h3, Pn−2) + (h2, Pn−1) + (Qn) +
n−1∑
i=3
([h3, Pi−2] + [h2, Pi−1] + [Qi],Pn−i)
=
n∑
i=3
([h3, Pi−2] + [h2, Pi−1] + [Qi],Pn−i) = hn+1,
as desired.
Supposing on the other hand that the induction hypothesis holds for even n, we obtain a very
similar proof for odd n+ 1, omitted here. 
7. Determining writhe
Often the coefficients of the Kauffman bracket polynomial are enough to determine the Jones
polynomial. We include the following properties, which can be easily checked, without their proofs.
Property 7.1. Consider a knot T (3, b). Then the writhe of T (3, b+ 3) is given by:
w(T (3, b + 3)) =
{
w(T (3, b)) + (±1) + (∓1) + (±1) when b ≡ 1 mod 3 and
w(T (3, b)) + (±1) + (±1) + (∓1) when b ≡ 2 mod 3,
where the ± correspond to the signs of the three additional (ordered) crossings.
Property 7.2. Consider a knot T (5, b). Then the writhe of T (5, b+ 5) is given by w(T (5, b + 5)) =
w(T (5, b)) + (±1) + (±1) + (∓1) + (±1)
+(∓1) + (∓1) + (∓1) + (±1) + (±1) + (±1) when b ≡ 1 mod 5 and 2|b,
w(T (5, b)) + (±1) + (±1) + (±1) + (∓1)
+(∓1) + (∓1) + (±1) + (∓1) + (±1) + (±1) when b ≡ 1 mod 5 and 2 ∤ b,
w(T (5, b)) + (±1) + (±1) + (±1) + (∓1)
+(∓1) + (±1) + (±1) + (±1) + (∓1) + (∓1) when b ≡ 2 mod 5 and 2|b,
w(T (5, b)) + (±1) + (±1) + (∓1) + (±1)
+(±1) + (∓1) + (±1) + (±1) + (∓1) + (∓1) when b ≡ 2 mod 5 and 2 ∤ b,
w(T (5, b)) + (±1) + (±1) + (∓1) + (∓1)
+(±1) + (±1) + (±1) + (∓1) + (∓1) + (±1) when b ≡ 3 mod 5 and 2|b,
w(T (5, b)) + (±1) + (±1) + (∓1) + (∓1)
+(±1) + (±1) + (∓1) + (±1) + (±1) + (∓1) when b ≡ 3 mod 5 and 2 ∤ b,
w(T (5, b)) + (±1) + (±1) + (±1) + (±1)
+(±1) + (∓1) + (∓1) + (∓1) + (±1) + (∓1) when b ≡ 4 mod 5 and 2|b,
w(T (5, b)) + (±1) + (±1) + (±1) + (±1)
+(∓1) + (±1) + (∓1) + (∓1) + (∓1) + (±1) when b ≡ 4 mod 5 and 2 ∤ b,
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where the ± correspond to the signs of the ten additional (ordered) crossings.
Observe that the cases of even and odd b within each equivalence class simply interchange the
terms within each pair, similar to other behavior earlier in the paper like N and N˜ , R and R˜.
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